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Women in sport hit the grass ceiling, Elizabeth Broderick

Director’s Message
Onside is part of a broad Women in Sport initiative which examines the complex
issues relating to women and sport through an arts and cultural lens. This is
not an area that has been significantly explored in a contemporary arts venue
or context before and we are very proud and excited to be presenting it here at
Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre. We believe that it is topical, relevant and will
engage audiences to think about issues relating to women’s sporting participation
and potentially encourage participation and physical activity.
Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre has a reputation for delivering quality arts
experiences – through exhibitions, performances and festivals – that speak to and
reflect the concerns and interests of our community. Onside has been developed
in recognition of the growing participation of young women in Western Sydney in
sport. Onside is also an excellent introduction and entry point into contemporary
art, showcasing some of Australia’s leading contemporary artists exploring a
topic that is both accessible and relevant to our community. The exhibition will
be complemented with public programs, tours and a forum. These will further
the exploration of issues raised in the exhibition bringing together art and sport
in a shared dialogue to actively engage people’s thoughts, ideas, beliefs and
perceptions about women in sport in Australia.
This Education Kit accompanies the Onside exhibition and was produced for
secondary school students to assist in understanding the themes of the exhibition
and issues relating to women in sport. It contains both Visual Arts and PDHPE
curriculum-based exercises as well as a glossary of the words that appear in
bold throughout the publication.

Kiersten Fishburn
Director
List of sources:
Hargreaves, Jennifer, Heroines of Sport: the Politics of Difference and Identity, London: Routledge, 2000
Stockdale, Elaine, Celebrating female athletes, BackPageLead, 27/07/2012, http://www.backpagelead.com.au/olympics/7023celebrating-female-athletes
‘A History of Women and Sport in Australia’, Australian Sport Commission, http://www.ausport.gov.au/participating/women/
about/history
Official Australian Olympic Team website, http://london2012.olympics.com.au/

Sport and Physical Activity in Australian Society, http://www.oup.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/197995/PDHPE_HSC_e_
chapter_Ch12.pdf
She’s Game: Women Making Australian Sporting History, 2007, http://www.womenaustralia.info/exhib/sg/sport-home.html
Sport Australia Hall of Fame, http://www.sahof.org.au/
The Game is Up! National Film and Sound Archive, 1993
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An Abridged History of Women in Sport in Australia
Pre 1900

1930s

1970s

2000s

• Aboriginal girls and young women participated in recreational activities
that were linked to their lifestyle: to nature, the seasons, symbols
and religion. For example, they skipped with vines, climbed trees and
played ‘purrupurru’, a game played with a ball made from kangaroo skin
stuffed with grass. In many remote communities in Western Australia,
Aboriginal women played a form of hockey called ‘tatz’ with tree
branches and balls that were made from knobs in tree trunks.
• Women’s initial roles in sports were predominately decorative or
sociable; strict codes of conduct only allowed them to either watch and
support their husbands, or to play sports without displaying exertion.
Upper-class women participated in physical activity as a form of
recreation and relaxation, rather than competitively. This saw the rise in
popularity of lawn tennis because it was believed to give ladies training
in graceful and charming movements. It was not until the late 1800s,
with the establishment of amateur tennis associations, that participation
for women became competitive.
• Although the British administrators at the time encouraged an official
masculine culture, the reality was that the physical demands of settler
life meant that colonial women became proficient shooters, rowers,
archers, swimmers and equestrians.
• In the nineteenth century, Aboriginal women were exploited for their
swimming abilities, as they possessed proficient skills and superior
underwater lung capacity – often better than the men’s. Aboriginal
women were kidnapped in pearling industries, such as the one which
flourished in Broome, and used as divers to retrieve the pearl shells.
Their abuse and exploitation was so rampant that an 1871 legislation
was passed, prohibiting the use of Aboriginal women on pearling boats.
• What is believed to be the world’s first bike race for women was held
over two miles at Ashfield, in 1888.
• The first Australian championship in golf (male or female) was the
Australian Ladies’ Championship played at Geelong, Victoria in August
1894.
• By the end of the 19th century, the number of women wanting to take
swimming lessons had increased. However, access to local swimming
pools was restricted to ‘ladies hour’ and women were still constrained
by the dress-code of neck-to-knee woollen costumes.

• By the 1930s, cycling became a serious competitive sport for women in
Australia.
• The first Australian women’s hockey team to go overseas in May 1930
travelled to South Africa, England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Belgium,
Holland, Germany and France.
• Lois Quarrell joined Adelaide’s The Advertiser newspaper in 1932, at
the age of seventeen. Four years later she became their first woman
sportswriter with a column devoted entirely to women’s sports and the
issues associated with them. The column ran until her retirement in
1970.
• In 1937 Australia’s women’s cricket team toured to England. Canon E. S.
Hughes, President of Victorian Cricket Association recounts: “These girls
have done Australia honour by winning 14 matches, drawing six, and
only losing one by the skin of their teeth.”
• Decima Norman won five gold medals at the 1938 Empire
(Commonwealth) Games. This record remained unbroken until 1998
when Susie O’Neill won six gold medals at Kuala Lumpur. The only
male swimmer to beat her mark is Ian Thorpe, who won six medals in
2002.

• Evonne Goolagong was the first Aboriginal Australian to win at
Wimbledon in 1971. She also won the French Open and the British Hard
Court Championships that year.
• At the age of 15, Shane Gould won five Olympic medals at the Munich
Olympic Games in 1972. She retired shortly after. During her short
career she was the holder of every freestyle world record from 100m
to 1500m.
• At the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games, Raelene Boyle became the first
woman to carry the Australian flag at an Olympics Opening Ceremony.
She was later disqualified from the 200m sprint for two false starts.
Video footage later showed that she did not jump the gun the first time.

• 2000 Sydney Olympic Games

1900s
• At the beginning of the twentieth century, traditional male sports like
rugby league and Australian football had opened up to women. However,
sports grounds were only available on Sundays, which was considered
‘God’s Day’, thereby discouraging women from participating in sports.
• In 1902 Annette Kellerman won the inaugural swimming event held for
women. She went on to hold all world records for ladies’ swimming.
Kellerman relocated to Hollywood to star in numerous silent films. In
doing so she became the highest paid female athlete in the world. At
the height of her popularity, Kellerman was arrested on a Boston beach
for indecency – she was wearing a fitted one-piece costume.
• The NSW Ladies’ Amateur Swimming Association was formed on 8
February 1906. An early rule of the Association was that none of its
members could swim in the presence of male onlookers. The first
President, Miss Rose Scott, was at the forefront of this campaign and
was in avid opposition of the proposal to send Fanny Durack and Mina
Wylie to compete in the Stockholm Olympic Games.

1910s
Sarah ‘Fanny’ Durack and Wilhelmina ‘Mina’ Wylie, with the help of men
and women of the public, fought swimming authorities to become the
first Australian women to compete at the Olympic Games. In 1912, at
Stockholm, Fanny won the gold medal in the 100m freestyle event and
Mina won the silver. Fanny went on to break 12 world records.

1920s
Athletic events for women were not introduced until the 1928 Amsterdam
Olympics. Australia’s first woman athlete at Olympic level was Edith
Robinson.

1950s
• 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games
• Sprinter Marjorie Jackson won two Olympic gold medals.
• Shirley Strickland won gold in the 80m hurdles.
• 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games
• Australia’s 44 women athletes won seven golds, two silvers and
three bronze medals while the 243-strong men’s team won six golds,
six silvers and 11 bronze medals.
• The accomplishments of Australia’s women athletes at the Melbourne
Olympics became a catalyst for women’s involvement in sports at the
professional level. As well as the individual gold medals won by Betty
Cuthbert and Shirley Strickland, the Australian women’s track relay
team won gold and broke the world record twice on the same day.
• Dawn Fraser won and broke the world record for the 100m freestyle.
She went on to win it again at the 1960 Rome and 1964 Tokyo
Olympics, becoming the first and only swimmer, of either sex, to win
at the same event in three successive Olympics.
• 17 September 1956, the front page of a major Sydney daily reported: “A
pretty, blue-eyed blond 18 year-old shrub nursery assistant yesterday
broke the women’s world record for 200 metres.” – speaking of Betty
Cuthbert’s achievements.
• Shirley Strickland was for 20 years (from 1956 to 1976) the only female
athlete to have won seven Olympic track and field medals.
• Latvian-born Ilsa Konrads was only 13 years old when she broke two
world records in January 1958. At the age of 14 she defeated Lorraine
Crapp and Dawn Fraser at the 1958 Cardiff British Empire Games to win
the 440yds freestyle event.
• In one test match against England in 1958 Betty Wilson became the first
person in international cricket, male or female, to achieve the double of
100 runs and ten wickets (including a hat trick) in a match. The 1957/58
season saw her establish two records that would not be broken until
2004.

1960s
• In October 1962 Dawn Fraser became the first woman to swim the 100m
in less than a minute.
• In 2007 Margaret Court remained the most prolific tennis winner, male
or female, of major championships, having notched up 62 titles in
singles, doubles and mixed doubles between 1960 and 1975. She was
the first Australian woman to win Wimbledon in 1963. In 1973 Court
became the first mum to be number one in the world.
• Coming back from a major foot injury, Betty Cuthbert won gold for the
inaugural women’s 400m sprint at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics.

1980s
• In 1980 women were able to become qualified surf lifesavers. This meant
that they were able to obtain their Bronze Medallion and actively patrol the
beach.
• In 1984 the Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act was passed followed
by several state equal opportunity acts. These acts made it unlawful to
discriminate against a person on the grounds of sex, marital status or
pregnancy. Sporting clubs were forced to open an option of full membership
to women.
• Glynis Nunn is the only Australian to have won an Olympic multi-discipline
athletics event. She won gold in the heptathlon at the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympic Games.
• Traditionally financial support for women in professional sports has been
virtually non-existent. Women began lobbying for more prize money as
stories filtered through of gross inequities. In 1984 a triathlon held in
Geelong, Victoria offered prizes to both women and male competitors. The
first woman home received a bicycle and first male received two return
tickets to Hawaii.
• In 1984, aged ten, Louise Sauvage became the youngest ever athlete to
compete in the National Senior Paraplegic and Quadriplegic Games in
Sydney. At the age of eighteen, Sauvage competed at the 1992 Barcelona
Paralympic Games where she won three gold medals and one silver. At the
Atlanta Olympic Games in 1996 Sauvage won gold in her only track race
at the Olympic Games, and went on to win four more gold medals at the
Paralympic Games. Having won the 5000m in world record time, Sauvage
was competing in the 400m just one hour later, winning gold again with a
Paralympic record of 54.96 seconds. In Sydney, Sauvage carried the Olympic
Torch across the Sydney Harbour Bridge, and lit the Cauldron to mark the
commencement of the 2000 Paralympic Games. In the 800m demonstration
race Sauvage won gold before a home crowd of 110,000 people. She went on
to win two gold medals and one silver medal at the Paralympics.
• In 1988 Kay Cottee became the first woman to sail nonstop and unassisted
around the world. She did so in her 11m yacht, taking 189 days.

1990s
• 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games

• Gillian Rolton became Australia’s first female equestrian goldmedallist.
• Kathy Watt became Australia’s first female cycling gold medallist
when she won the 181km road race.

• 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games

• Madame Butterfly (aka Susie O’Neill) won the 200m butterfly. She
comes in second on the Olympic medal tally (with eight medals),
equalled by Petria Thomas and Dawn Fraser. O’Neill won a medal at
every single international swimming competition in her career.
• Nova Peris was the first Aboriginal Australian (the first Northern
Territorian and second Australian mother) to win an Olympic gold
medal. She made a decision to switch from hockey to athletics the
night after victory in Atlanta. Peris was the first Australian to carry
the Olympic torch on home soil (barefoot) in 2000 from Uluru.
• Gillian Rolton won gold for the three-day equestrian event despite
falling twice off her horse and breaking a collar-bone and two ribs on
the first day.

• The opening ceremony featured the flame entering the stadium with
Betty Cuthbert carrying it, pushed by Raelene Boyle, then Dawn
Fraser, Shirley Strickland, Shane Gould and Debbie Flintoff-King.
Cathy Freeman then lit the cauldron.
• Lauren Burns won Australia’s first ever Taekwondo Olympic gold
medal when the sport was debuted at the Games.
• The Australian women’s water polo team won gold with a buzzerbeating goal for the sport’s first-time inclusion in the Olympics.
• As Australia’s only hope for a track and field medal, Cathy Freeman
won the 400m sprint. Freeman had to get special approval from the
Australian Olympic Committee, prior to the race, to do her ‘victory
lap’ with both the Australian and Aboriginal flags.
• Leisel Jones began her Olympic career at the age of 15, when she
won silver in the 100m breaststroke. She went on to become one
of the best female breaststrokers in history, breaking 14 world
records. Jones holds the record for the most Olympic medals (nine –
equalling Ian Thorpe), and the record as the first Australian swimmer
to compete in four Olympic games, retiring after the 2012 London
Olympics.

• In 2002 at the FINA World Championships in Fukuoka, Japan, Petria Thomas,
Giaan Rooney, Elka Graham and Linda Mackenzie swam the 4x200m
freestyle relay. As Rooney hit the wall, winning the race, the other three
jumped into the pool. The timing was devastating – the last swimmer in the
last team was under a second away from touching the wall when the girls
hit the water, and they were disqualified.
• In 2002 Alisa Camplin became Australia’s first female Winter Olympic gold
medallist, dual Olympic medallist, World Champion, World Record Holder and
two times WC Grand Prix Champion.
• Petria Thomas capped off an outstanding 12-year career at the 2004 Athens
Olympics Games. Throughout her career, she won 3 Olympic Gold Medals, 3
World Championships, 9 Commonwealth Games Gold Medals, 13 Australian
Championships, and 3 Pan Pacific Gold Medals. At the 2004 Athens Olympic
Games, Thomas, with Libby Lenton, Jodie Henry and Alice Mills won gold
in the 4x100m freestyle relay with a new world record of 3:35.94. She went
on to win gold in the 100m butterfly and silver in the 200m butterfly. In the
final race of her career, Thomas, Giaan Rooney, Leisel Jones and Jodie Henry
won gold in the 4x100m medley relay in world record time. In this last relay,
Thomas swam the fastest split in history.
• Lauren Jackson is one of the best female basketballers in the world. In 2003
she was the first non-American to be named MVP in the WNBA and was
also the youngest player to earn this title. Jackson has been a winner of
national championships in the US, Australia and Russia and she’s won three
Olympic silver medals and one World Championship. Jackson has captained
Australia’s Women’s national team, leading them to a World Championship in
2006. At the 2012 London Olympics, Jackson became the fourth woman to
carry the flag for the Australian team at the Opening Ceremony.
• 2008 Beijing Olympic Games

• Women made up 45 per cent of the Olympic team and won 57 per
cent of the gold medals for Australia.
• Stephanie Rice won three gold medals, beating the world record for
the 200m and 400m individual medley and the 4x100m freestyle
relay.
• Emma Snowsill wins Australia’s first Triathlon gold.
• Libby Trickett (nee Lenton) received her first Olympic gold medal. She
has 3 gold, 1 silver and 2 bronze Olympic medals.
• Jodie Henry won three gold medals, breaking three world records.
She and Petria Thomas are the only Australian women since Shane
Gould to win three gold medals at a single Olympics.

• Torah Bright took home the gold medal at the 2010 Winter Olympics for her
amazing efforts on the half pipe. She became the 4th Australian to win a
Winter Olympics gold medal.
• Inspired by Kay Cottee, in 2010 Jessica Watson became the youngest person
to sail solo and unassisted around the world. She was 16.
• In 2012 world number 1 BMX cyclist Caroline Buchanan became the first
Australian woman to win the Supercross round.
• At the 2012 London Olympic Games Liz Cambage became the first women to
slam-dunk at an Olympics in the Opals’ game against Russia.
• At the 2012 London Paralympic Games Jacqueline Freney won 8 gold
medals for swimming, making her Australia’s most successful Paralympian
(male or female) at a single games.

HSC PDHPE
Discuss how sport can influence the social construction of
gender in Australia.
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Women in sport hit the grass ceiling, Elizabeth Broderick,
Sex Discrimination Commissioner, Sydney Morning Herald, 21 May 2010.

Despite what many politicians might think, the talk in town
isn’t the new resources tax or the coming federal election – it’s
actually next week’s State of Origin and who will win the men’s
FIFA World Cup in June.
We are ‘’sports mad’’, ‘’a sporting nation’’, ‘’a nation of sportsmen’’.
As the Observer’s chief sport writer, Kevin Mitchell, recently
remarked about Australia, ‘’In a country generally blessed with
sunshine, sport dominates nearly everything: news bulletins, pub
discussions, the timing of weddings and holidays, the standing of
politicians.’’
The accomplishments of our male and female athletes are
extraordinary. At the Beijing Olympics, women made up 45 per
cent of Australia’s team and won more than half of our gold
medals. But unfortunately, the achievements of sports women
are often invisible. On the data available, the coverage of women’s
sport accounts for just 2 per cent of total sports broadcasting on
television, 1.4 per cent on radio and 10.7 per cent of total sports
reporting in newspapers.
The participation of women in sport at all levels is marked by
division and discrimination that is reinforced by negative gender
stereotypes. Strict gender segregation marks all levels of sport
and elite, professional sport remains the unquestioned domain of
men.
When the Associated Press named its top 10 female athletes of
2009, two were racehorses. And disturbingly, professional sport
in Australia has been plagued by allegations of sexual violence
and harassment of women by high-profile sportsmen. While
outrage about these allegations may be immediate, it appears to
be transitory – it seems the value of these players to the game
quickly outweighs their ‘’transgressions’’ or ‘’misconduct’’.
Gender stereotypes pervade all levels of sport and these are
created and reinforced through the different ways that men and
women are able – or even permitted – to participate in sport.
This difference creates a profound power imbalance that lies at
the heart of all forms of discrimination against women, including
violence. It is for this reason that identifying and addressing these
negative stereotypes is crucial. These stereotypes foster a belief
that women’s role in sport is an inferior and subordinate one –
that women are merely fans, the support team or perhaps most
visible when looking ‘’sexy’’ and ‘’alluring’’ at the awards dinner.
Of course, as we all know, this doesn’t mean that women are
not participating in sport, as players, administrators, officials and
spectators. A quick survey of the crowd at Homebush or the MCG
or any suburban sporting field will show you that.
Women’s participation in sport reflects the issues women face
more broadly in society. When we talk about women in sport,
we often raise the same issues as when we talk about women
in the workplace: pay equity; women in leadership positions;
discrimination on the grounds of sex; the celebration of a male
ideal and the marginalisation of women as the physically weaker
and the caring sex.
Engaging women of all ages in sport is an end in itself. The United
Nations has said that, combined with the emotional, psychological
and medical benefits that are associated with participation in
sport, participation also enables girls and women to increase their
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self-confidence and self-esteem, enjoy freedom of expression and
acquire valuable skills in negotiation, management and decisionmaking.
But, as sportswomen and men and human rights advocates, we
should not lose sight of the power of sport to act as a catalyst
for challenging gender stereotypes and violence against women,
and as an important vehicle to achieve gender equality. Nowhere
is this more true than in a country such as ours. The wide
Australian sports arena provides a significant opportunity to reach
out to young boys and men on attitudes about women.
The participation of boys and men in sport – from their roles
as athletes to fans to organisational leaders and the positioning
of sport within the national imagination – means sport has the
potential to be a powerful forum for dialogue and change. There
are increasing examples of sporting clubs creating a range of
programs to do just that – from the under 5s to the professional
teams – and I am hopeful these will contribute to the more
positive and balanced participation of young women and men at
all levels in the future.
Many commentators have also drawn the link between violence
against women by sportsmen and the lack of women in visible
positions of sports leadership and governance. Indeed, it is my
view that increasing the representation of women in leadership
and decision-making positions is critical to raising the status of
women and gender equality. Recently, I have been looking at
these structures in corporate Australia, but it is just as clear that
we seem to have the same problem when it comes to women’s
leadership in sport.
A research study conducted by Johanna Adriaanse, an academic
at the University of Technology, Sydney, shows that only 21 per
cent of board directors of national sport organisations in Australia
are women. Just over 20 per cent of national sport organisations
have no women directors at all. Those with no women directors
include Australian Rugby League, Australian Rugby Union and
Cricket Australia – some of our most iconic sports. As one
woman put it to me, we have our own grass ceiling.
The International Working Group on Women and Sport, which
is meeting in Sydney today, has suggested that it should be a
condition of funding grants to national sporting bodies in Australia
that they increase the representation of women on their boards. It
is truly time that we took such decisive and effective action.
After all, everyone deserves the opportunity to participate in sport
and to be recognised for their achievements. Just this week, at
the Twenty20 World Cup cricket finals in Barbados, the loss by the
Australian men’s team generated far more media coverage than
the women’s thrilling victory over New Zealand. I rest my case.

PDHPE HSC
“Women’s participation in sport reflects the issues women
face more broadly in society.” List the actions, discussed
in this article, that are being taken to minimise gender
inequality in sports in Australia. How can these actions
be implemented or adopted in other areas of society, for
example, schools, the workplace, etc.?

CASE STUDIES:
Girls and women in
sport around the world
Source: Women, Gender Equality and Sport, December 2007.
Published by the Division for the Advancement of Women and
the United Nations Secretariat. Printed by the United Nations
Reproduction Section.

WOMEN SWIMMING INTO THE FUTURE
In the 2004 tsunami in Indonesia, many women
and girls were not able to swim or were not
capable of climbing onto the roofs, up trees or
to other safe areas. Women Without Borders,
together with the Austrian Swimming Association
and the Austrian Life-Saving Federation, are
therefore implementing a programme to offer
swimming lessons for girls and women in the
South Indian coastal regions. This is not only a
valuable contribution to their future survival, but
also strengthens self-confidence and develops
group identity and solidarity among the women.
In addition, this unique initiative will bring more
respect and an elevated status for women within
their rural societies.

EMPOWERMENT OF AFGHAN WOMEN
THROUGH SPORT
The Afghan Women’s Network (AWN) is a network
of 97 NGOs working to empower Afghan women.
They work on, among other things, breaking
the restrictions on free movement of women,
including through sport. The Network creates
opportunities for girls to participate in sport
in schools and be more physically active, and
improve confidence and positive self-esteem. The
Network also raises awareness among the young
women about their rights and their potential
contributions to their families, communities and to
the nation. AWN is working in four schools in two
locations: Jalalabad and Peshawar. Each school
has a volleyball team and is supported by a coach.
Matches have been played in the schools and a
final match was held between schools at the end
of 2007. A total of 48 young girls benefited directly
from the programme.

Source: Women Without Borders. Women Swimming into the
Future. Promoting and strengthening women in the South
Asian Tsunami region. A Women Without Borders Pilot Program
for Swimming Training. Available from http://sport.austria.gv.at/
Docs/2005/7/8/Women%20Swimming%201%20page%20ok.doc

Source: Mama Cash (2007). (she’s into sports) How sports
promote gender-equity worldwide. Available from http://www.
mamacash.org/uploads/File/she%20has%20news/publicaties/
Shes_into_sports_18-05-07_web.pdf

EMPOWERING GIRLS AS LEADERS

From these Case Studies, list the social,
community and personal benefits of participation
in sport for girls in developing countries.

A number of initiatives are being implemented to
give girls the chance to be leaders, improve their
confidence, increase their self-awareness and
strengthen their capacities in terms of decisionmaking, critical thinking and negotiating. A project
in Kenya on football and peer-led health education
for rural teenage girls uses trained girl referees
to officiate at all matches during the organisation’s
annual tournaments. In Zambia, the Go Sisters!
project aims to empower girls through sport by
training them to become peer leaders, providing
them with scholarships, and involving them in all
levels of decision-making.

Source: Sports and Development Projects. Sport and
Development official website. Available from www.sportanddev.
org/en/projects/index.htm; and International Association of
Physical Education and Sport for Girls and Women (2005).
Newsletter. November. Available from http://www.iapesgw.org/
Newsletters/IAPESGW%20Newsletter%20December%202005.
doc

Year 7 – 8 PDHPE

Year 9 – 10 PDHPE
Imagine that you work for the Afghan Women’s
Network and that you have the responsibility
of working with a rural school to improve the
physical activity of its girls. What activities would
you organise for the girls at this school? How
would your activities benefit them physically,
emotionally and psychologically? How would your
activities benefit their community?

HSC PDHPE
Conduct research into the participation of women
and girls in sports of one of these developing
countries. What factors contribute to health
inequities in the country? How can funding from
government and charitable organisations be used
to reduce health inequities for these populations?
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Nicole Breedon
Nicole Breedon is an Australian artist
whose practice involves a plethora of
media and processes including traditional
object making techniques such as
woodcarving, various textile processes,
lost-wax casting and oil painting; as well
as multi-media, such as video.
Sports Decorated transforms the net of
a basketball goal system into a woven
macramé hanger cradling a size 7
basketball. In the game of basketball
it is the net that indicates a shot for
goal has been made. However, this
work challenges the true and familiar
functionality of the net and as a result
the combined objects become purely
decorative. The work seeks to explore
how sports equipment in its simplicity of
form, shape and colour has an underlying
beauty and aesthetic.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
My work seeks to uncover esoteric and
sometimes paradoxical relationships
between objects and images, drawing
connections through comparisons of
colour, pattern, shape, symbolic function
and literary associations or puns.

Nicole Breedon, Sports Decorated 2011,
freestanding basketball hoop with decorative
knotted textile component, life sized. Image
courtesy of the artist.

Utilising and acknowledging traditional
methods of creation such as carving and
painting, as well as video and new media,
my current work investigates paradox
and existential idealism, bastardising
highly symbolic tropes, idyllic objects
found in everyday life, as well as motifs
from popular culture, cinema, still life and
historical illustration.

Years 7 – 8 Visual Arts
Imagine that you worked on a similar
project to Sports Decorated. What
sporting equipment would you use in
order to create a work that explores
colour, shape and form?

HSC Visual Arts
Discuss how the practice of artist Nicole
Breedon is shaped by her material and
conceptual choices.

Jenny Evans
Jenny Evans is a sports photographer who was
commissioned by Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre to
create a series of images that are artistic interpretations
of women in sport. This was a unique brief for Evans, and
was the first time that she had the artistic freedom not
often afforded to sports photographers. Evans chose to
photograph Eleanor Boden, a young woman who trains at
the Mundine Gym at the Block in Redfern. In 2008, female
boxers were finally permitted to compete professionally
in NSW, after a 22 year ban. Their very recent exclusion,
practicing only on the fringes of the sport, is what drew
Evans to capture Boden’s experiences and allowed
the photographer to explore both her subject, and the
community that molded and influenced the boxer.
Evans worked alongside Boden for eight months, gaining
deeper insight into the art of boxing, and the dedication
and passion that is required of the sport, one which equals
Evans’ dedication and passion for photography. Boden was
initially a shy and quiet person, but released her fierceness
and energy when she was in the ring. Evans attempts
to show this dichotomy in her photographs, depicting a
woman who is tough, yet vulnerable.
The style of Evans’ images reflects not only Boden, but
the Mundine Gym which is rich with art and culture. The
Gym is a welcoming haven, a place for the people of the
community and exudes a sense of pride that is achieved
through sport. In order to show the complexity of the
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Jenny Evans, Portrait of a Boxer 3 2011, pigment print on
premium photo paper, 126.5 x 89cm. Image courtesy of the artist.

environment, Evans introduced textures and layers into the
landscape of the photographs, telling the stories of Redfern
which reside within the gym.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
When I first started, I questioned what it is I really love
about sport and I was surprised with my answer and how
shallow it was. All I could come up with was, “Oh, I like the
biff, the action, when the players of a league game smash
together.” I know what makes a good photo when shooting
sport but I have never gone deeper; it was all about the
moment and the action. I now not only appreciate the
sport of boxing more, because I see what goes on behind
the scenes, the long gruelling hours of training, but more
importantly I have seen the importance of a sporting
facility in a community.

Years 7 – 8 Visual Arts
Jenny Evans has placed images of the boxer, Eleanor
Boden, with a lot of symbolism from Aboriginal culture.
Identify three symbols from Evans’ images. How do they
help the audience to understand the artworks and the
subject (Boden) within the works?

HSC PDHPE
Explain the importance of psychology in the successful
performance of a sporting activity.
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Tarryn Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont

Tarryn Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont, Gymnasium (production still) 2010, single-channel HD video,
3:52 mins. Image courtesy the artists and Goddard de Fiddes, Perth

Tarryn Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont are Western Australian based visual
artists who have been collaborating since 2001. Their multidisciplinary
practice involves photography, film, choreography, installation,
performance and, set and costume design. Both artists have a
background in dance and theatre and incorporate theatrical elements in
their work, often resulting in witty and satirical comments on Hollywood
glamour, gender stereotypes, popular culture, cultural propaganda and
the heroic Australian athlete.
Gill and Mata Dupont’s 4-minute Hollywood-style video titled Gymnasium
references the austere Nazi propaganda videos made by Leni Riefenstahl,
which depicted ‘perfect’ athletic bodies. The video incorporates set design,
choreography, costume, audio and visual to challenge the perceptions of
sport by linking the Australian national identity to sport and exploring
historical uses of aesthetic propaganda, more so, fascist body culture.
The video incorporates a soundtrack, the military sounds of Charles
Williams’s Girls in Grey, to which smirky, buff men, and elasticised young
women parade and grin, satirising the typical enthusiasm of gymnasts.
The soundtrack links sport with the discipline and drills in the military,
while the different athletic activities of the men and women in the video
comments on gender differences in sport.
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Years 9 – 10 PDHPE
How has mass media influenced
people’s beliefs and values on sport
and athletes?

Year 9 – 10 Visual Arts
Analyse the video Gymnasium
through the Cultural Frame.

HSC Visual Arts
With reference to the work of Tarryn
Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont explain the
significance of collaboration in artistic
practice.

Ponch Hawkes
Ponch Hawkes is a Melbourne-based photographer
who has been capturing Australian culture since
the 1970s. She documents activities that create
the connections between individuals, families
and generations. Often Hawkes explores these
connections through physical interactions, for
instance, portraying athletes in staged scenarios
involving physical performance and movement.
Hawkes’ photographs explore various social and
political issues. More recently her work investigates
marginalised and undervalued sporting
communities, such as water polo and netball.
Her series He should never have worn those shorts
focuses on women and their under-representation
in sport in the media. The staged photograph of
netballers fighting viciously confronts the viewer
because it is women who are “playing like men”.
Hawkes comments on the inconsistency of
recognition in sport between women and men, and
the constant media attention male athletes attract
for shameful acts.

Ponch Hawkes, Untitled from the series He should
never have worn those shorts 2010, photographic
print, 100 x 100cm. Image courtesy of the artist.

HSC Visual Arts
How does Ponch Hawkes use her art
practice to express her views about
pervading gender inequalities in
Australian sports?

Year 7 – 8 PDHPE
The media often presents sports that are
played by men, and rarely are women’s
sports shown on television or talked
about in the news. Why do you think this
inequality exists in our culture?

HSC PDHPE
“When we look at sport in Australia, it
is the media that determines what we
watch, what we play and what we like.”
Discuss this statement with reference to
Ponch Hawkes’ work and the role of the
media in Australian sport.
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Deborah Kelly

Deborah Kelly, Beastliness 2011, animation from paper collage, original soundtrack, 16:9, 4:32 mins.
Image courtesy of the artist and Gallery Barry Keldoulis.
Animators: Christian Heinrich and Chris Wilson. Original soundtrack: The Brutal Poodles.

Deborah Kelly is a Sydney-based cross-media artist
whose work has been shown in Australia and abroad.
Though a cross-disciplinary artist, Kelly has more
recently been involved in creating intricate collagebased work dealing with broader political and social
concerns such as representations of women. The result
of reassembling images can be profound and humorous.
She has a fascination with women and body hair which
challenges beauty and the expectations of popular
culture.
Beastliness is a fast-paced digital animation made from
paper collage. Juxtaposing images of nature, animals,
insects, and fusing them with images of women and
feminine representation allow Kelly to avoid stereotypes
and embrace diversity. The characters created are
strange amalgamations of animal and human limbs and
dance to the music of The Brutal Poodles in a sexual
manner. Beastliness represents female forms, thoughts
and experiences, and celebrate acceptance and freedom
of expression.

Years 9 – 10 Visual Arts
Deborah Kelly uses images
and symbols to comment
on nature and its link
to the representation of
women. Do you think she
is successful? Why or why
not?

Laresa Kosloff

Laresa Kosloff, New Diagonal 2007, digital video, 3:00 mins.
Image courtesy of the artist.

Laresa Kosloff is a Melbourne-based artist whose work incorporates a range of approaches to art
making, including performative videos, Super 8 films, hand drawn animations, sculpture, installations
and live performance works. Her practice focuses on the body and uses humour to expose mythologies
of the anatomy. Her performances are created out of everyday situations and their outcomes are often
unpredictable.
Kosloff references sporting activities in order to investigate human physicality and anatomy, as well as
explore the psychological dynamics inherent within these. Her use of the human body in absurd physical
situations draws symbolic parallels between sport and art. She often works with female performers.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
In Agility Drill I’m shown helping another performer across a series of hurdle sculptures within a stark
white gallery environment. The situation functions as an absurd metaphor, alluding to qualities of
effort and intention in art and life, human interdependence and idealized criteria. Agility Drill sets up a
paradoxical situation, whereby the ‘achievements’ of one performer depend upon the physical efforts of
another.
New Diagonal is a choreographed video work that combines various movements from fast track athletics,
aerial skiing, high diving, cycling and yoga. These movements are performed in relation to a three
dimensional triangle, which provides physical support for the body throughout the routine. New Diagonal
explores how movement and gesture translate into significance, extending my interest in the formal and
conceptual dynamics of sport, abstraction and formalism.

Years 7 – 8 Visual Arts
Analyse the work Agility Drill through the Structural Frame. How has Kosloff used the human body as a
medium in her artwork?
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Richard Lewer

Richard Lewer, Skill, Discipline and
Training 2007, DVD animation, 6:50 mins.
Image courtesy of the artist and Fehily
Contemporary and Hugo Michell Gallery,
Adelaide.

Richard Lewer is a New Zealand born, Melbourne-based artist who works
with a variety of media such as painting, drawing, video and animation.
His work involves close observation and highly subjective encounters with
family, as well as religious, sport and criminal subjects. Lewer trains in a
variety of sports and has integrated athletic training into his practice, which
has culminated in performances incorporating boxing, wood-chopping and
table tennis.

Years 7 – 8 Visual Arts

Skill, Discipline and Training is a work which explores two sides of the
gymnastics tradition; dedication and obsession, and institutional hierarchy.
Lewer utilises the notion of obsession to examine the predatorial behaviours
which often loom beneath the typical hierarchical systems of organised
sports.

HSC Visual Arts

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
It’s not as military as it sounds, and there is a nice parallel between making
art and sport. Making art is almost like a long distance race: you’ve got to
pace yourself; you’ve got to be healthy, strong and fit. You know, having
that discipline of going to the studio every day, failing most days, and then
sometimes crossing over the finishing line is what it’s all about. I’ve trained
with professional boxers for the last 10 years, and it’s been pretty amazing
to see the parallels between artists and professional boxers and what they
do. Endurance, discipline and training, the monotony of it.

Artists’ beliefs, motives and actions
are reflected in their art making
practises. How does Richard
Lewer’s Skill, Discipline and
Training relate to the Subjective
Frame in Visual Arts?

Analyse Lewer’s video work in
relation to the Conceptual Frame.
How do these components relate
to each other, and how to they
intersect or overlap?

Visual Arts & PDHPE
Consider Lewer’s statement about
the correlation between art and
sport. Do you agree or disagree?
Explain why. You might like to stage
a debate with your classmates back
at school.

Elvis Richardson

Elvis Richardson, The Field 2008, painted polystyrene, gold
trophy figurines and metal stand, 200 x 200cm. Image
courtesy of the artist and Hugo Michell Gallery, Adelaide

Elvis Richardson was born in Sydney in 1965 and is currently working in Melbourne. She is a collector of objects
and a mixed media artist who rummages through junkshops and rubbish tips seeking items and images which
once represented the private past of an individual. Richardson collects things such as photographic slides, prints
of snapshots, VHS cassettes, trophies, and other personal memorabilia, and then uses these discarded objects for
the construction of her sculptures.
The Field comments on the human need for recognition, striving for success and investment in victory. Found
trophies, painted gold, are laid out on an inverted model of Mount Everest, thus providing a ‘level playing field’.
However, the trophies, assembled en-masse, lose their function as identifiers of a single individual winner. Instead,
the composition highlights the absurdity of the notion of winning, trivialising its rewards and asking the viewer to
question their own ideas of victory.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
I like walking my dog through Melbourne cemetery and cruising op shops, rubbish piles, auction houses and
archives looking for images and objects that record someone’s identity at a moment in time. From 35mm slides
on eBay to used recorded VHS cassettes from rubbish dumps, and trophies, my work seeks to memorialize
my observations of our culture’s refuse as a disenfranchised history possessing the aura of an individual
characterised by the style and technology of a specific time.
I am like a devoted fan and forensic investigator of these objects I use as raw material in my practice.

Years 9 – 10 Visual Arts

Elvis Richardson describes a unique process of sourcing materials and artmaking. How important is the exercise
of actively ‘scavenging’ to her practice? How does this process affect the audience’s understanding of her
artworks?

Years 9 – 10 PDHPE
How does the psychology of winning or losing affect the performance of athletes?
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Anne Zahalka
Anne Zahalka is one of Australia’s
most highly recognised contemporary
photographic artists. She has
exhibited extensively in Australia and
overseas for more than 25 years.
Her photographs explore Australian
culture, including leisure and gender
roles.
Zahalka is an accomplished
sportswoman, having played softball
for the State of NSW in the Under
16s national championship. In later
years she played softball for Sydney
University and baseball for the
inaugural Women’s Baseball League
which began in 1995.

Jodie Whalen

Jodie Whalen, When the Going Gets Tough, 2011, HD video,
1 hour 24 minutes. Image courtesy of the artist and Blacktown
Arts Centre. Videographer: Vera Hong.

Jodie Whalen is a Sydney-based performance artist who explores the
psychological and physical limits of the exercising body. In her recent art
project, Whalen is involved in obsessive training and suffering. Since 2008, she
has filmed about 70 hours of footage of herself exercising: sit-ups, exercise
biking, elliptical training, heaving pilates balls and more. Whalen’s practice is
characterised by a refusal to accept that art and life are separate entities that
somehow need a special, socially aware practice to bridge them. Whether
located at the gym or in an art gallery, Whalen’s performances aim to subvert
the traditional relationship between spectator and performer.
Whalen’s unedited 83-minute endurance performance video that uses the
artist’s body as a canvas. It is a recording of her enduring a physically
excruciating boot-camp style session with a demanding personal trainer. The
tradition of bodily performance is linked to the more contemporary example of
a gym routine or in this instance a personal training session.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
My current practice explores modes of staged performance as explorations
of transitional moments in the quest for an improved self. I use technology
such as video combined with the development of live performances that are
equally mundane and ritualistic, extraordinary and routine. The works take
the audience on a journey that is both art project and everyday life. In all
instances the focus of the video/performance is on the repeated actions that
are designed to take us from one state into another. Never telling the viewer
my stance on the subject, but presenting a platform for the viewer to consider
ideas of success and failure, obsessiveness and belief.
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Years 9 – 10 Visual Arts
“The works take the audience
on a journey that is both art
project and everyday life.”
Jodie Whalen uses well-known
rituals and practices in order to
help a wider audience engage
with her work. Consider this
quote by Jodie Whalen and
discuss the relationship between
artists and their audiences.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
Return to Homeground! reworks the
classic beer advertisements that once
adorned the walls of pubs from the
1930s – 70s which idealised Australian
sport and leisure. Importantly, the
images represent the shifts in the
demographic of urban dwellers and
explore issues of class, gender and
ethnicity. The photographs reflect
on these issues through careful
reconstruction to depict the diversity
of ‘types’ not previously represented
within this visual vernacular. They
examine the elevated position of the
sports hero within Australian culture
to both celebrate and critique them in
a humorous way. The images replicate
scenes and scenarios using real
people in real locations by replacing
the classic Australian with those
‘others’ not represented within this
iconic visual form. As the images are
photographic rather than painterly
depictions, they have a realism and
immediacy associated with the
photographic medium. Their look
and form is a hybrid of advertising,
documentary and tourist photography.
The portraits in Playing the Game!
show real people as glamourised pin
ups playing out their sporting identity,
while behind this sporty facade lies
their true stated profession. This

Anne Zahalka, Play it in Sydney! 2009/10, type c photograph,
84 x 59.5cm. Courtesy the artist and Josef Lebovic Gallery, Sydney.

consideration of portraiture’s role in
self-definition and the complexity of
contemporary identity politics are
central to this series.
Years 9 – 10 Visual Arts
What aspects of Australian sporting
culture are expressed in Anne
Zahalka’s work? How has she
subverted traditional understandings
of our sporting culture?
Years 9 – 10 PDHPE
Discuss the relationship between
Australia’s national identity and sport.
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Women in Sport Public and Education Programs
Glossary
Aesthetic: relating to beauty, nature and art, considered formally pleasing or beautiful.
Amalgamation: a combination that is the result of mixing or merging.
Catalyst: a person or thing that precipitates an event.
Cognitive: of or pertaining to the mental processes of perception, memory, judgment, and
reasoning.
Contemporary: of the present time.
Context: the circumstances in which an event occurs, its setting.
Culminate: to reach the highest point or highest development.
Esoteric: difficult to understand.
Existential: of, or relating to, the idea of existence.
Dichotomy: division into two usually contradictory parts or opinions.
Disenfranchised: deprived of power, rights and privileges.
Formalism: one way of understanding art which looks purely at its physical and material qualities –
the way it is made, its purely visual aspects, and its medium.
Hybrid: composed of elements of different kinds.
Installation: installation art uses sculptural materials and other media to modify the way we
experience a particular space. It is used to create an idea or story for the viewer. Installation art is
not necessarily confined to gallery spaces and can be any material intervention in everyday public
or private spaces.

GIRLS GET ACTIVE SCHOOLS’ GALA DAY
FRIDAY 8 MARCH 2013
Presented in partnership with Womensport and
Recreation NSW, this special full day event will
celebrate International Women’s Day on Friday
8 March with the opportunity for high school
girls to participate in a Girls Breakfast. This
event will feature prominent Australian female
athletes discussing their sporting experiences and
achievements, followed by Q&A.
The day will also include a tour of the Onside
exhibition and participation in sporting activity
stations offering skills and modified games from
a selection of traditional and modern sports,
including soccer, rugby union, triathlon, rugby
league and more!
This FREE excursion is for female high school
students from years 7–12.
The cost for any required transport to and from
the venue will need to be covered by the school.
Breakfast will be provided.
To book, contact Education Officer Vi Girgis on
9612 5214 or girgis@casulapowerhouse.com

Interdependence: dependence between two or more people, groups or things.
Juxtapose: placing two items or ideas side-by-side in order to compare and contrast.
Marginalised: to push a person or group to lower social standing; to treat them as insignificant.

Image courtesy of Elka Whalan.

Metaphor: a figure of speech which compares one thing to another.
Multidisciplinary: the use of more than one medium/style in art making.
Paradoxical: absurd or contradictory.
Plethora: a large amount, excess.
Satire: a form of representation in which human vice or folly is ridiculed through irony and sarcasm.
Solitude: being alone.
Subvert: to destroy, demolish, or undermine.
Transitory: existing or lasting only a short time; temporary.
Vernacular: the commonly spoken language or cultural understanding of a particular region.
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WOMEN IN SPORT FORUM
FRIDAY 15 MARCH AND
SATURDAY 16 MARCH
This two-day forum, presented in conjunction
with the Australian Womensport and Recreation
Association, examines key issues relating to
Women in Sport and would be an ideal experience
for any student from Years 7–12 studying PDHPE,
with panel sessions covering a variety of KLAs.
Each day will start with a Keynote address from
a key sporting personality or official followed by
panel sessions with leading cultural, media and
sporting personalities, including former Olympic
swimmer Elka Whalan.

Friday 15 March

Saturday 16 March

10am – 11pm
Keynote Speaker

10am – 10:40pm
Keynote Speaker

11:20am – 1pm
Drop Outs | Examining Women’s
Participation in Sport

11am – 12:30pm
Wonderwoman
The Strong Body

2pm – 3pm
Parenting an Athlete

1:30pm – 3pm
The Bottom Dollar Sponsorship and
Women Athletes

3:20pm – 4:30pm
In Conversation: Sport and Art

To reserver your spot in this FREE event, contact Box Office on
9824 1121.
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Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre
1 Casula Powerhouse Road, Casula
www.casulapowerhouse.com
Contact us:
02 9824 1121
reception@casulapowerhouse.com
For information on excursion packages relating to this exhibition, please contact
the Education Officer Vi Girgis, girgis@casulapowerhouse.com or 9612 5214.
Written and produced by
Vi Girgis: Public Programs and Education Officer
Danica Firulovic: Education Intern

